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fiichael Chekhov November 11. 1938

ACTIVITY

JUSTIFICATION A3 OPPDSED TO

BXAGGERATICE

RBHEAESIHG 1H REALITY AND IN

THE IMAGINATION

STYLE-TEMPS

Criticism of the whole Seanieh Evening play.

There are a lot of things which we must elaborate, three

of which I will tell you about:

ACTIVITY.

1. You must promiee me quite definitely. that in spite of

all the difficulties in your work. you will not_leee the activity

which you have shown me up until today. You have worked and prepared

things and really done something. It you lose thie activity we can-

not go on. Now I have seen after two yenre that you are able to

work. and new I require from you that you will always keep thin

activity. If you leee it, it cannot be justified and it will be a

poreonel offence to me. I have spent two yearn of my time to give

you everything I can. and I could not understand why you were so

geesivo. but new I see that you can do it. If you step this aeti-

vity I will stop working with you. ,I speak this out of the pain I

have had for two yearn. trying to get thie activity.

JUSTIFICATIOh AS CPPOSED TC BXAGGERATION:

2. I will give you two tasks. which are for everybody.

Both of which appeal to your inner artietie feeling. because what

concerns the outer part of the performance we will do together. The

directors will help you, the stage designers will help us to form
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the performance. and the musician will help - all this will come from

the outside. but there are two things which only you as artists can

give from inside. So please take these two things seriously.

First: Definitely atop exaggerating, because an long as

you exaggerate and rely on this cheap exaggeration you will never

find the comedy: you will never be funny. ‘Then I will not be

able to find the way into your eoule. beecuuo this exaggeration in

like a thick wall. through which no one can reach your innermost

aoula. So you must tell yourselves that from the 11th of November.

1938 we have decided to stop exaggeration. whether it be in comedy.

tragedy. or whatever, we will stop this denial of the feeling of

truth, we will stop this exaggeration.

When I tell you not to exaggerate that does not mean

you nuet try to use weak moane of oxpreueion. 0n the contrary. use

the most strong meeno of expression. but juctify them by your paych-

ology. You may ta:3:impoeoihlo peoitionc and shout and do everything.

if they are justified by you, not by your director. because he

_cannot help you if it in not justified from inside you. This is

the holy of hollou for the actor. to be able to justify everything.

This is your business and nobody can help you with it.

IREHEARSIfiG In REALITY AHD IN THE IMAGIimTIONI

So. number 1 is activity. and Number 2 is no more exagger-

ation but justify everything. I would recommend you to get this from

your imagination. You will rehearse your parts with your bodies

and your voices. but if you will include your imagination between
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reheareale, you will alwuyo be able to meet these difficulties. If

you try to do something without having imagined it. your body and

your voice will lead you eotray becaueo you have not imagined your-

eolf acting with truth.

Those are two things which must alwayo be there absolutely ~

reel rehearsing on the otepn with real body and voice. and imaginary

peheareinr in your creative imagination. They are the two parts

of one whole thing which will make you masters of your own ooull

So I would recommend you to appoel to your imagination day after

day. Take five or ton minuted or half an hour to be orezy with

your parts. taking this definite scene or that ono. You will have

done something on which your artistic soul will respond, and will

give you real good results.

STYLE-TEMPO:

3. This in not so dioaetrouo but it must be done - you

must get the feeling for the style. At preoont the tempo is absolute-

ly like AEuchylue - and old Greek tragedy - and thnt make: the work

very hard for you. and for the director. You must find this tempo

by imagining and producing the style. Therefore I hove given you

the style. to awaken in you thin feeling or form and case. the butter-

fly, etc. Each point was leading to a tremendous flying tempo,

you know thnttempo ie not simply time. it is different psychology.

The_oume scene in two different tempos produces two differ-

ent scenes, from the psychological point of View. It cannot be

otherwise. You cannot say the same thing in a quick tempo and a
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slow tempo without it boeemoing a different thing at once. So look

upon this tempo as different psychology which i want you to under-

stand through the style. When you imagine your parts and scenes in

the real tempo. you will discover the real psychology of the play,

of the churaotoro. of the situations. etc. Even if you have not

got the words you can keep the tempo inside.

When we have not yet got the feeling of the style of the

play. the tempo in wrong, and where we mostly lose our time is be-

twoon wordo. between aotione. and this in why I recommend to Peter

to do everything in one big wave. If you will get this feeling of

the whole. you will see that there is no time to make dead pauaae

or dregeinSide you. ‘

it is absolutely in connection with the feeling of the

whole, and it is in connection with the style of this special

ploy. Try to do it in your imagination. without exaggerating. and

slowly come to the right tempo. It in not poeuiblo to get the tempo

at once through hurrying. Got the tempo through the feeling of the

style. then it will to the right tempo.

I will no patient if you will really try to get this tempo,

but the exaggeration you must stop at once. For tempo I give you

time to get it,_but as for oxaggeretion ofiuply stop from new on.

1. Aotivty. 2. Ho exaggeration ~ justify through imagination.

3. Tempo. These are your tasks.


